
 

 

53rd Diocesan Synod 16 – 19 October 
 

16 October Opening Service 
  

 Significant for:  

 - The sermon by the Archbishop of Bendigo, 
Archbishop Matt Brain, on the reading from the Gospel of 
St Luke, chapter 11 verses 42-46, where Jesus rebukes 
the Pharisees and also lawyers for failing the people, and 
on confrontation, (even at Synod).   

 - The Lord’s Prayer each in their own language  
 

 President’s (Archbishop Philip), Address Highlights:  
 Same –sex marriage and the blessing of same -sex 

marriages,  
 Affirmation of the place of LGBTQI people in the Church,  
 Influence of church authority on national social policy and 

change in this,  
 Culture in the community and church culture, both Diocesan 

and at parish level, what it is and how it is defined and works,  
 Self assessment in regard to regulatory compliance,  
 Programs of Diocesan and Parish partnerships and 

Prevention of Violence towards Women, and,  
 A concluding reminder that the core business of the church is 

mission.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

16 to 19 October Business Sessions  
 

Chief Items - Legislation:  

 Regulation of Elections Amendments Bill - continuing of 
legislative changes consequent to the setting up of 
Melbourne Anglican Diocesan Corporation, (MADC), last 
year and to permit electronic counting for this year and 
ultimately (we hope) electronic voting.     
       Carried, no dissent.  
 

 Professional Standards Uniform Act Amendment Bill – 
continuing refinement and amendments to Act of 2016 and 
2017 and,  

- improves timeliness, (two weeks to act on complaints)  

- defines persons of concern and at risk and provides 
certainty and indemnity for Vicar’s, Wardens and PC 
members  

- provides for one stop clearances  

- mandatory deposition from Holy Orders – must leave if 
commit certain acts  

- extends audits to replicate Victorian legislation.  
       Carried, no dissent. 

 

 Parish Governance (Audit and Independent 
Examination) Amendment Bill –  

 - increasing revenue threshold for appointment of an 
Independent Examiner to $250,000 and provide for automatic 
increasing  

 - brings into line with ACNC.   Carried, no dissent.  
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

16 to 19 October Business Sessions  
 

Chief Items - Presentations:  

1. By the Right Reverend Kate Prowd on Parish Planting-  

Fascinating presentation and worth visiting “Growing Christian 
Communities” on Diocesan Web site.   

 

2. By Reverend Dr Garry Deverell and Reverend Glenn 
Loughrey on Next Steps for Reconciliation, and Motion 20, on 

reviewing of the Diocesan Action Plan tabled on 20 Feb 2018 and 
reporting electronically to Synod members and to 2020 Synod.       
       Motion carried, no dissent. 

Points made;  

There must be: an aboriginal voice for it to be heard, if not heard doesn’t 
exist and if doesn’t exist. 

        an aboriginal centre needed for and of the church  

        a treaty  

        truth and acceptance of history  

Aboriginal people do not need Reconciliation, it is whites who do  

St Oswald’s Glen Iris is creating a Wominjeka Garden as a reconciliation 
garden dedicated to the process of reconciliation with First Nations 
People.  

 

3. By the Right Reverend Dr Bradly Billings on Visions and 
Directions and the Implementation of the Strategy  

 

4. By Ken Spackman CEO of the Melbourne Anglican 

Diocesan Corporation on the MADC  

Useful review of the first years operations and the consolidation of 
activities pointing out the need for a corporate approach; WorkCover, 
Redress and growth and the consequent changes needed in made in 
governance and people’s attitudes and responsibilities.  

 

 



 

 

 

16 to 19 October Business Sessions  

Presentations: (continued)  

5. Motions 3. Diocesan Accounts and 4. The 2020 Diocesan 

Budget.  
• Jointly presented 50 page document discussing the failure to reach 

the budgeted result in 2018; Actual -680K, Budget 54K, 2019; 
Actual -183K, Budget -34K, and Break even each year 2020 to 
2022.  

• Key items: Kooyoora costs Budget + 512K 2018, decreasing 
interest rates, property sales, redress payments, increased 
insurance payments after revaluations (completed) and 
consolidation of all accounts, Strategic Initiatives 144K in 2010 to 
362K in 2022  

• Stipends +2.66% then CPI  
• CPI +1.3%  
• Assessments 2019 +1.8% then CPI  

Both Motions were carried after detailed explanation and some intense 
questioning. 

 

Reviews:  

Review of the Melbourne Diocesan Corporation Act 2015 

(MADC Act).   

Required after third anniversary of act.  

Carried out by six person review committee which put forward 10 
recommendations for consideration as to better working as a 
corporation, (most opposed by MADC Directors) and together with 
Archbishop on Council (AIC)  

 

Review of Legislation Related to Clergy. 

Needed following changes of last ten years and particularly concerned 
with Appointment Act 1971 and Diocesan Tribunal Act 1963, both 
needing revision for appointments, incumbency, terms and extensions, 
clergy age, performance review and part-time service. To be completed 

over life of 53
rd

 Synod. A brief discussion with David Powys (as usual), 
cautioning on concentration of Diocesan control.  



 

 

Motion 9 to bring to 2020  Synod.     Carried, no dissent.  

Motions and Items of significance:  
 

Motions 11. Church of Confessing Anglicans Aotearoa/New 
Zealand, and,  

 17. Response to Wangaratta Synod, and,  

 18. Affirmation of the resolution of the National Bishops 
Meeting of the Anglican Church of Australia, 20 March 2018.  

These three motions drew the most vociferous debate noted in the past 
nine years.  For a measured response and statement of view see the 
sermon of the Reverend Dr Sharne Rolfe of Sunday 20 October.  

All were narrowly carried after considerable debate and after polls of 
voters, many of whom were absent in the queues for voting in the Synod 
elections.  

  

Other motions carried:  
 

• 12. Preparing for the Theological and Pastoral Impacts of 
Changing Work:  

 Noting the likely impact of AI and robotization on blue and white 
collar workers and the  need for a theological and pastoral response.  
         Carried, no dissent.  

 

• 13. Raising the Newstart Payment Level:  

 Noting that Newstart has not increased in real terms for 25 years 
and urging the Federal Govt. to raise to a level giving those without work 
the resources  to seek jobs and live with dignity.     
          Carried, no dissent.  

 

• 14. Sustainable Development Goals:  

Celebrating the success of the Millennium Development 
Goals which have led to the halving of the number living in 
extreme poverty since 1990, and commending the work of all 
Anglican agencies who have played a part, this renewed the call 
for the Federal Government to dedicate 0.7% of Gross National 
Income to Overseas assistance to reduce poverty, and 



 

 

encouraged AiC and parishes to similarly commit 0.7% of gross 
income.        Carried, no dissent.  

 

 

15. Protection of the Environment:  

 Noting the obligations imposed by the 2007 General 
Protection of the Environment Canon, this requested the Social 
Responsibilities Committee to make available resources for 
parishes and church agencies to assist in reducing their 
environmental footprint and to revise the out dated Diocesan 
Environment policy for ratification by AiC.  Carried, no dissent.  

 

• 16. Lay Ministry Formation:  

 Noting that under the Authorised Lay Ministry Canon 1992 all 
baptised persons are called to minister in the world this asked that 
the Diocese explore other available programs for effective lay 
training.        Carried, no dissent.  

 

• 19. Resources for the Establishment of Anglican 
Churches: 

 Noting that funds are needed to establish churches in growth 
corridors this called for review as to why sale of properties had not 
generated sufficient funds for this purpose and that sale policy be 
reconsidered to provide greater certainty on the use of sale 
proceeds for the changing parish and the proposed growth areas. 
        Carried, no dissent.  

 

• 21. Comprehensive Child Safety:  

 Affirmed the importance of the church as a safe place for children 
and the vulnerable and called for Child Safety to be a portfolio 
under a Bishop with a Diocesan Child Safe Officer managing 
positive culture change across the Diocese and prioritising the 
development of resources to assist parishes and establish a three 
year audit cycle ensuring compliance and report back to 2020 
Synod.  Whilst commendable, those moving seemed to not 
understand that most of what they were seeking was already a 
Victorian Government requirement and should already be in place. 
         Carried, no dissent  

 

 



 

 

• 22. Simplifying the Nomination process:  

 Sought to substantially reduce the requirement for ten signatures 
to nominate a person for election and to simplify the nomination process. 
         Carried, no dissent.  

 

• 23. Child Safe Assessment Tool:  

 Put forward to commit Synod members to encourage Parish 
leadership to complete the Child safe self assessment tool by end 
November.         Carried, no dissent.  

 

• 24. Emerging Communities:  

 Moved by Gabriel Makuei to ask that Melbourne Diocese add its 
voice in encouraging all businesses and levels of government to make 
especial consideration of new arrivals in  employment.    
         Carried, no dissent.  

 

• 25. Financing the Ministry of the Diocese:  

 Requested the Finance Committee to review all Diocesan 
Financing with a view to reducing the burden on parishes and encourage 
mutual parish investment in the mission of the Diocese and equitably 
address redress obligations.      Carried, no dissent.  

 

• 26. Information Management:  

 Sought action to develop cheap and efficient data collection and to 
readily identify trends to aid and assist both parishes and the Diocese. 
         Carried, no dissent.   


